In this paper, wavefront-encoded (WFE) computational optical sectioning microscopy (COSM) using a fabricated square cubic (SQUBIC) phase mask, designed to render the system less sensitive to depth-induced aberration, is investigated. The WFE-COSM system is characterized by a point spread function (PSF) that does not vary as rapidly with imaging depth compared to the conventional system. Thus, in WFE-COSM, image restoration from large volumes can be achieved using computationally efficient space-invariant (SI) algorithms, thereby avoiding the use of depth-variant algorithms. The fabricated SQUBIC phase mask was first evaluated and found to have a 75% fidelity compared to the theoretical design; it was then integrated in a commercial wide-field microscope to implement a WFE-COSM system. Evaluation of the WFE-COSM system is demonstrated with comparative studies of theoretical and experimental PSFs and simulated and measured images of spherical shells located at different depths in a test sample. These comparisons show that PSF and imaging models capture major trends in experimental data with a 99% correlation between forward image intensity distribution in experimental and simulated images of spherical shells. Our experimental SI restoration results demonstrate that the WFE-COSM system achieves more than a twofold performance improvement over the conventional system of up to a 65 μm depth below the coverslip investigated in this study.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) microscopic techniques enable investigation of biological processes and generation of new knowledge. 3D imaging methods suitable for live specimen investigation should be non-invasive and should provide fast data acquisition. Although these two features are achieved in computational optical sectioning microscopy (COSM), which facilitates highresolution 3D imaging with a traditional wide-field fluorescence microscope [1] [2] [3] , challenges due to the depth variability of the point spread function (PSF) [4] have resulted in the use of computationally intensive 3D depth-variant (DV) image reconstruction algorithms for quantitative imaging [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Because DV algorithms use multiple DV PSFs defined over the imaging volume, they require higher computational resources than space-invariant (SI), a.k.a. deconvolution, algorithms [8] .
An alternative approach to overcome the challenges associated with DV imaging systems is based on the idea of engineering the PSF to be less sensitive to depth-induced spherical aberration (SA) while still suitable for COSM [10, 11] , so that computationally efficient SI methods can be used to reconstruct images over a large volume. During the last 5 years we have been investigating the integration of wavefront coding (traditionally used for extended depth of field microscopy [12] ) to COSM [11, [13] [14] [15] , a system we call wavefront-encoded COSM (WFE-COSM). The WFE-COSM PSF, based on a squared cubic (SQUBIC) phase mask (PM), has been shown to have reduced variability over different amounts of SA compared to the PSF of the conventional COSM system [13] . Recently, we presented a promising experimental proof-of-concept study, in which a WFE-COSM system was built using a reflective liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) for the implementation of the SQUBIC PM [15] .
Although the LC-SLM has provided us with flexibility in testing multiple designs of the PM [11, 14] without changing any hardware in the system, the SLM-based WFE implementation suffers from limitations, such as (i) reduction of light because of the polarizers used in the system; (ii) distortion of the pupil due to oblique illumination; and (iii) finite pixel size of the LC-SLM, which restricts the implementation of a PM with high spatial frequencies [14, 15] . For this reason, our previous study was limited to a SQUBIC PM with low spatial frequencies (or lower design parameter, e.g., A 20), although it is predicted by theory that a higher design parameter makes the imaging system less sensitive to depth-induced SA over a longer imaging depth [13, 15] . In this study, a fabricated SQUBIC (A 50) PM is used to implement the WFE system. As the fabricated PM is a transmissive optical element, our WFE-COSM system based on this PM does not suffer from the LC-SLM specific limitations. In addition, the use of a customized fabricated PM provides a compact and cost-effective implementation of a permanent and more accessible system for widespread use. Thus, the current study's contribution is to demonstrate experimentally the applicability of this type of WFE-COSM implementation using a commercial microscope.
In this paper, a fabricated SQUBIC (A 50) PM is investigated in order to evaluate (1) the accuracy of the fabrication process for the implementation of our application-specific PM, and (2) the performance of the WFE system based on this fabricated PM. Initial findings from some of the investigation studies in this paper were presented in a conference publication [16] . The fabricated PM is first evaluated by comparing the wrapped phase measured from an interferometric setup to the theoretical phase. Performance of the WFE-COSM imaging system is evaluated by comparing the experimentally acquired WFE PSF with the simulated PSF. The depth invariance of the WFE imaging system is demonstrated by comparing the experimentally acquired images of test objects at different depths. Finally, the engineered system is validated by reconstructing the experimentally acquired images from different depths using the SI expectation maximization algorithm [17] , and compared to the images restored from the conventional imaging system. Similar results obtained from the LC-SLM-based implementation of the WFE imaging are also shown for comparison.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the SQUBIC PM and models for the WFE PSF and intermediate image intensity; Section 3 describes methods used in this study, which include the PM fabrication process, experimental setup, and image acquisition. Simulation methods and image reconstruction methods are also described in Section 3. Results from this investigation study are shown in Section 4 and finally, the main findings of this work are summarized in Section 5.
BACKGROUND
This section briefly describes the SQUBIC PM, the WFE PSF model, and the forward imaging model for the WFE-COSM system.
The phase distribution of the SQUBIC PM defined inside the pupil of the imaging system is given by [13, 15] φũ;ṽ; α 2πA 
where u and v are the spatial frequency coordinates of the spatial coordinates x and y, respectively; H u; v; z is the 2D Fourier transform of each axial plane of the complex-valued PSF for COSM with a clear pupil; and e jφu;v is the phase term due to the PM of Eq. (1).
Because depth variability in COSM is minimized by the use of the SQUBIC PM in the WFE system (see, for example, Fig. 5 in [15] ), the ideal intensity in the intermediate forward image of the WFE-COSM system, gx, can be approximated by the convolution between the object intensity, f x, and the WFE PSF:
where x x; y; z. Because experimental intermediate forward images are perturbed by noise (mainly photon noise), the intensity in the WFE system forward image can be better modeled as the realization from a Poisson random process [18] :
where b is a constant that accounts for background emission from the sample, and for CCD camera noise (due to background radiation, luminescent radiation from the chip itself, bias or fat zero, and thermal noise [19] ). CCD camera noise due to the on-chip amplifiers, which is Gaussian distributed [19] , is not accounted by Eq. (4).
METHODS
This section describes the PM fabrication process, the experimental setup and image acquisition process, as well as image simulation and reconstruction methods used in our investigation studies.
A. Phase Mask Fabrication
A custom-made SQUIBIC (A 50) PM design was fabricated by Fresnel Technologies Inc. (Fort Worth, TX) on a 24.4 mm diameter and 3 mm thick cynic olefin copolymer plate (Zeonex E48R), which has a RI equal to 1.5355 0.005 at 515 nm wavelength (Fig. 1) . The fabricated PM was mounted in a lens holder [ Fig. 1(a) ] to facilitate its use in the experimental setup.
To obtain a high-quality PM, a broadband anti-reflection coating was added to the surface of the mask. The mask was specifically fabricated for a 63 × ∕1.4 NA oil immersion objective lens on the center of the glass plate [ Fig. 1(a) ], which has a diameter equal to the pupil of the objective lens (3.39 mm). The sag profile of the mask [ Fig. 1(b) ] computed from Eq. (1) represents the unwrapped phase, which can be converted directly to the physical height, t, of the mask [ Fig. 1(c) ] via the known relation φ 2πn − 1t∕λ, where λ is the design wavelength (equal to 515 nm) and n is the RI of the material used (equal to 1.5355). The height profile was fit to a polynomial equation in order to be able to use the data in the fabrication process. The mask was fabricated using the single-point diamond turning process, which is a well-known method of manufacturing geometrical shapes on polymer plastic [20] . The sag profile machined on the surface was measured by a Tylor Hobson profilometer, which has an accuracy of 0.01 μm.
The physical dimensions of the PM are shown by the schematics displayed in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e).
B. Phase Mask Evaluation
To test the accuracy of the fabricated PM, we measured the wrapped phase produced by a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer, shown in Fig. 2(a) . In the experimental interferometer system, the collimated output of a 4.5 mW laser diode module at center wavelength 532 nm (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, New Jersey) illuminated the PM. The collimated light emerging from the laser was focused to a point source by a 10 × ∕0.25 NA objective lens and then the spherical wavefront was collimated by L1 lens (a 100 mm focal length achromatic doublet). Data were recorded using a CCD camera (Zeiss Axiocam MRm) for the reference wave, the PM wave, and the interference pattern between both imaging paths. The beam intensity for the reference arm, I ref x; y, and for the PM arm, I PM x; y, was captured by blocking the alternate beam arm, and the interfering distribution of both arms, I x; y, was captured with both paths open. Since any phase measurement is strongly dependent on ambient and source fluctuations, a set of 100 images was captured and averaged. The respective background intensities (captured when the PM was not in the path and when both imaging paths are blocked) were subtracted from I ref x; y, I PM x; y, and I x; y. The cosine of the phase between the reference path and the PM path was computed by the conventional formula [21] :
where x; y are spatial coordinates. In order to retrieve the sign of the phase, the sign of the derivative of the cosine along a radial axis, ρ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi x 2 y 2 p , was used:
C. Experimental Setup and Image Acquisition
The WFE imaging system was implemented on the side imaging path of a commercial microscope using a 4F optical setup, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The back pupil plane of the objective lens is conjugated to the Fourier plane of the 4F configuration where the fabricated PM is placed. As mentioned earlier, this implementation is an improvement over our previous LC-SLM implementation of the PM [14] because the transmissive fabricated PM allows straight propagation throughout the imaging path without the need for polarizers. To evaluate the engineered imaging system, the PSF of the SQUBIC WFE system [ Fig. 2(b) ] was determined by imaging a sample with 170 nm in diameter spherical beads (Invitrogen Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA) dried on a coverslip and mounted in optical cement (RI 1.56). The intensity of the measured 3D PSF was corrected by first subtracting a background image (acquired without the fluorescent bead) and then by filtering high-frequency noise using a filter with a cutoff frequency greater than the bandwidth of the optical transfer function.
To assess the advantage of the WFE system [ Fig. 2(b) ] over the conventional one, images from a test sample were acquired using a 63 × ∕1.4 NA oil immersion objective lens at 515 nm emission wavelength. The sample was prepared by mounting 6 μm in diameter spherical shells with shell thickness equal to 1 μm (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, FocalCheck microspheres, 6 μm fluorescent green ring stain/blue throughout) in ProLong Diamond (RI 1.47). The sample was cured at room temperature for 24 h in order to fix the spherical shells inside the mounting medium at different random locations. Images were captured from four different depths below the coverslip at 3, 15, 30, and 65 μm where the centers of spherical shells were determined to be located. To determine the location of the spherical shells, 170 nm in diameter spheres dried on the coverslip were used as a reference of the coverslip-mounting medium interface, which we set as the 0 μm depth. Images from the same sample were also captured using the conventional imaging system, and the SQUBIC (A 20) and SQUBIC (A 50) WFE imaging systems implemented using a LC-SLM [14] for a comparative study.
All images were captured using a 63 × ∕1.4 NA oil immersion objective lens for which the design parameter of the fabricated SQUBIC PM (A 50) was selected. The CCD camera used in this experiment (Zeiss Axiocam MRm) has a 6.45 μm × 6.45 μm pixel, which produces a 0.1 μm × 0.1 μm pixel in the image space. For capturing a 3D volume, the object was axially scanned at 0.1 μm intervals, thereby providing a cubic voxel dimension (0.1 μm × 0.1 μm × 0.1 μm) in the acquired image.
D. PSF and Forward Image Computation
In this study a 63 × ∕1.4 NA oil immersion objective lens (similar to the experiment) was simulated. PSFs for this lens were computed using the Gibson and Lanni optical path difference model [4] and the vectorial field approximation theory [22] implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc., Massachusetts, USA). The PSFs were computed on a 512 × 512 × 1000 grid, and then cropped to a 400 × 400 × 800 grid in order to avoid edge wrap around in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation required for the WFE PSF computation [Eq. (2) ] to use in restoration. Both the axial and lateral spacing of the PSFs were set equal to 0.1 μm, and the emission wavelength used was 515 nm to match the experimental conditions. For the quantitative comparison of experimental and simulated PSFs, PSF values were first scaled to sum up to the same integrated intensity and then normalized so that the maximum value is equal to 1.
Images of 6 μm in diameter spherical shells (with shell thickness equal to 1 μm) located at various depths from 0 μm (just below the coverslip) to 100 μm, at an interval of 10 μm, were simulated to mimic the images acquired from the experimental test sample. WFE system images were simulated by computing Eq. (3) over a 400 × 400 × 1000 grid using PSFs at respective depths. The amount of SA aberration induced at these depths due to the RI mismatch is within the range of 0 to −3.8 (which corresponds to −1.96 μm∕λ) computed using the W 40 term in Eq. (4) of [10] .
Noisy images were generated using Eq. (4), where b was determined empirically by averaging the peak to background intensity ratio computed in five measured images, and found to be equal to 1.1% of the peak image intensity. In order to match the noise level in the experimental image, an appropriate scale factor was introduced in the simulated images to apply Poisson noise using MATLAB's imnoise built-in function. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the noisy simulated images was found to be equal to 25.5 dB, calculated by comparing the energy of the noiseless image to the energy of the noise as follows:
using MATLAB's built-in function psnr.
E. Simulated and Experimental Image Restoration
SI image restoration of noisy-simulated and experimental images was used to evaluate performance stability of the WFE-COSM imaging system in the presence of different amounts of SA. Stability was quantified using the correlation coefficient, which is a measure of structure similarity between two images [23] . Iterative and non-iterative regularized algorithms implemented in the CosmEstimation module of our open-source software package COSMOS [24] were used in this study. The non-iterative fast, regularized linear least-square (RLLS) algorithm was used in a study that investigates the performance of the WFE system in the presence of PSF mismatch (due to the imaging depth and the PSF depth used for the SI restoration). Eleven noisy images of spherical shells simulated over a depth range of 0-100 μm at an interval of 10 μm were reconstructed using a single PSF computed at a 50 μm depth below the coverslip. An appropriate value of the regularization parameter (R) used in the RLLS algorithm was obtained empirically by computing the similarity (quantified by the correlation coefficient) between the true object and the restored image for different values of R [8] . For this study R was found to be equal to 8 × 10 −6 for images from the conventional system; 1 × 10
for images from the SQUBIC (A 20) WFE system; and 3 × 10 −6 for images from the SQUBIC (A 50 and 80) WFE system. Because the SQUBIC PM reduces the effective cutoff frequency of the optical transfer function for the WFE system, the impact of regularization becomes more significant especially as the design parameter A increases. Thus, a different value of R was determined for each WFE system. Experimental images were processed using the iterative SI expectation maximization (SIEM) algorithm instead of the RLLS algorithm, because it has the capability of restoring more details of the unknown object by frequency band extrapolation [25] . To regularize the SIEM results, the Good's roughness penalty [26] was used with a regularization parameter equal to 10 −5 , found using the methodology described above. Results after 1000 iterations are displayed and analyzed.
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A. Evaluation of Fabricated Mask
The capability of the fabricated PM in producing the designed SQUBIC (A 50) PM was evaluated by interferometric measurement, and compared with the LC-SLM-based PM implementation previously reported {Fig. 3(c) of [14] }. The experimental setup and the method of computing the phase are described in Section 3.A. Figure 3 summarizes a comparison of the theoretical PM [ Fig. 3(a) ] with the wrapped phase computed from the measured experimental data from the fabricated PM [ Fig. 3(b) ] and the SLM-based PM [ Fig. 3(c) ]. The correlation coefficient computed between the phase profiles [ Fig. 3(c) ] of the theoretical and the fabricated PM is 0.75, while the one computed between the SLM-implemented PM and the theoretical phase is 0.12. This demonstrates the improved fidelity achieved by the fabrication process over the SLM implementation of the PM. Phase value profiles along the horizontal axis through the center of the PMs are also compared [ Fig. 3(d) ] to quantify the differences between the three PMs. For better visualization of these profile differences, two different regions are magnified and shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f ). It is seen in Fig. 3(e) that the phase wraps in the case of the SLM PM implementation occur ahead of those in the theoretical phase, whereas the phase wraps of the fabricated PM are consistent with the ones of the theoretical phase (shown by the arrows). This is due to the evident elliptical shape of the PM [ Fig. 3(c) ], which is a direct result of the oblique illumination used in the SLM implementation [14] . The ratio between the major axis and the minor axis of the retrieved phase in Fig. 3(c) yields a cosθ 0 .9397, which corresponds to the angle θ 20°between the propagation axis and the surface normal of the SLM used in the SLM implementation setup [14] . On the other hand, the fabricated SQUBIC PM preserves the circular shape of the phase [ Fig. 3  (b) ] as it is a transmissive element and the light propagates through it along the axis of propagation. Note that, to account for the effect of the oblique illumination, the pupil aperture in the WFE system was imaged and was found to have 238 pixels along the horizontal direction and 222 pixels along the vertical direction. The phase mask values were fitted inside the image of the pupil aperture, which resulted in an elliptical PM. Notwithstanding, the obliquity of the SLM-based PM is not the main drawback of its performance. The major limitation of the SLM implementation is that high-frequency PMs cannot be sampled properly due to the finite pixel size of the SLM.
An important feature of the SQUBIC PM design is that it has several phase wraps at its edge. In the case of A 50, four phase wraps are evident in the range of [1.4-1.7 mm] of the theoretical and fabricated PM, marked by the arrows in Fig. 3(f ) . However, in the SLM-based PM only three phase wraps are evident because of the LC-SLM's limitation to implement high spatial frequencies (see [14] for further details). In summary, these results show that the fabricated PM approximates the desired phase function more accurately than the PM implemented with a LC-SLM.
As mentioned earlier, the fabricated SQUBIC PM used in this study was fabricated for a wavelength of 515 nm. Different emission wavelengths can affect the performance of the phase mask. Because the physical height of the fabricated SQUBIC PM is fixed, variation in the wavelength can be understood as an effective change of the effective A-parameter (A eff ) of the PM. This means that for any emission wavelength one can compute A eff so that the phase profile produced by the PM coincides with the phase produced by the equation mentioned in Section 3.A. In particular, for the visible spectrum, 400-700 nm, the A-value changes from 65 to 37, respectively, in the case of the designed PM. Then, one can conclude that the longer the emission wavelength, the smaller the design A-parameter of the SQUBIC PM and, consequently, the effective strength of the PM is reduced. In one previous study [13] , the authors verified that the higher the value of the SQUBIC design parameter, A is, the more invariant the WFE system becomes to spherical aberration, so it seems that the imaging performance will be distorted for a longer wavelength. However, it is important to realize that for a longer wavelength the imaging system presents less depth-induced SA [10] ; therefore, the imaging system could produce a similar performance. To verify this statement, we studied how the reconstructed image quality is affected for different wavelengths, in both noisy and noiseless simulations. The results of this investigation study are presented in the next section (Section 4.B).
B. Evaluation of WFE Imaging System Depth Invariance in the Presence of SA and Noise
To demonstrate the stability of the proposed WFE-COSM system to depth-induced SA, we show results from a comparative study where images of spherical shells (located at different depths in a test sample) simulated for the WFE system and the conventional system in the presence of SA (W 40 −3.8) and noise (SNR 25.5 dB) were restored using SI restoration with a single PSF at a depth not necessarily equal to the shell's depth. In this study we compare the performance of the WFE-COSM system using SQUBIC PMs with a different design parameter A 20, 50, and 80 to show the impact of A on system performance. Noisy images from beads located at different depths were simulated following the methods described in Section 3.C and reconstructed as described in Section 3.D. The restored images are compared using the correlation coefficient, r, computed between the XZ meridional sections of the restored image of a spherical shell centered at a depth of 50 μm (which is taken as the reference because restoration was performed using the PSF at a depth of 50 μm) with the corresponding section from images of shells at other depths [ Fig. 4(a) ]. Because of this choice, r 1 at a depth of 50 μm and it monotonically decreases as a function of depth change from this reference point.
It is seen in Fig. 4 (a) that the curves are not symmetrical around the reference r 1 point; the curves show more variability within the range of 0-50 μm in all system cases with the exception of the WFE system for SQUBIC A 20. This is because the theoretical PSF varies more rapidly in shallow (0-30 μm) depths [15] . It is observed that the response of the WFE imaging system is more symmetric than that of the conventional system over the same depth range. Based on the curves of Fig. 4 , the conventional imaging system shows a 35% variability in terms of SI image restoration with a depthmismatched PSF over the 100 μm depth range, whereas the variability in the SQUBIC WFE system with A 50 and A 80 is 14% and 13%, respectively.
To demonstrate the performance of the SQUBIC PM design at different emission wavelengths, we computed the intermediate forward image of a 6 μm spherical shell located at a depth of 50 μm below the coverslip, and the image was restored using two PSFs, computed at the object depth (at 50 μm) and at a 0 μm depth, respectively, to quantify the maximum depth mismatch effect on the restoration. The correlation coefficient was calculated between those two restored images to quantify the restoration accuracy. Figure 4(b) shows the result of this study. From this figure, one can realize that the image quality remains invariant with the variation of the wavelength for both cases. Also, as it is expected, we can observe that the restoration accuracy is higher for the noiseless case than for the noisy simulation. The standard deviations between the correlation coefficients in the case of noiseless and noisy images are 0.0086 and 0.0124, respectively, which is a variability of 3% in the performance of the imaging system over the entire visible spectrum (from 400 to 700 nm). In addition, for our emission filter, whose bandwidth is from 515 to 565 nm, the noisy simulation shows a variability of less than 1% over its entire bandwidth. These findings suggest that the performance of the fabricated SQUBIC PM does not change significantly with the wavelength. The use of the effective A-parameter value in the computation of the SQUBIC WFE PSFs for restoration would prevent artifacts due to model mismatch. In our experiments the test object has a peak emission at 515 nm; hence, for the restoration we used the design A 50 to compute the SQUBIC WFE PSFs.
C. Evaluation of the Experimental WFE PSF
The SQUBIC WFE imaging system with design parameter A 50 (Fig. 5) is evaluated by comparing the experimentally measured PSF with the theoretical PSF. A comparison to the SLM PSF is also shown in order to show the benefit of using the fabricated PM over the SLM-based PM in the implementation of the WFE system. Experimental PSFs were measured by capturing images of 170 nm fluorophores (as described in Section 3.B) from just below the coverslip. The meridional sections (XZ view images) of the theoretical WFE PSF and the experimentally acquired PSFs when the fabricated mask and the SLM are used for the WFE implementation are shown in Figs. 5(a)-5(c) , respectively. The normalized intensity distributions of the PSFs are compared by the axial intensity profiles taken through the center of the XZ view images of the PSFs [ Fig. 5(d)] . A close examination of the intensity profiles shows that although the first four lobes of the theoretical PSF are captured by both experimental PSFs, the next five lobes of the theoretical PSF are evident only in the WFE PSF from the fabricated PM. This comparison shows that although quantitative differences are evident between theoretical and experimental PSF intensities, the experimental WFE PSF based on the fabricated PM captures more accurately the main trends predicted by theory than the SLM-based PSF; the increase in the correlation between profiles was found to be equal to 4%.
D. Evaluation of Experimental WFE Intermediate Images from a Test Sample
The performance of the experimental implementation of the SQUBIC (A 50) WFE imaging system is also evaluated in terms of the intermediate images of a 6 μm in diameter spherical shell with its center located at 3 μm below the coverslip (Fig. 6 ). For this evaluation, XZ sections of the simulated WFE image of this test object [ Fig. 6(a) ] and experimental images acquired from both the fabricated-PM-based [ Fig. 6(b) ] and the SLM-based [ Fig. 6(c) ] implementation of the WFE system are compared. Qualitatively, it is observed that the intensity distribution is similar in both the simulated image [ Fig. 6(a) ] and the experimental image when the WFE system is implemented using the fabricated PM [ Fig. 6(b) ], whereas the SLM-implemented WFE system produces artifactual intensities shown by the arrow in Fig. 6(c) . Quantitative comparison between the experimental and simulated images is performed using the intensity profiles taken through the center of the XZ section images [ Fig. 6(d) ]. The profiles show that there is a better match between the simulated image and the experimental image when the fabricated PM is used to implement the WFE system than the LC-SLM implementation. The correlation coefficient values between the intensity distributions in the simulated image and the experimental images are equal to 0.99 and 0.93 in the case of the fabricated PM and the SLM-based WFE implementation, respectively.
The stability to SA of the WFE imaging system implemented using the fabricated mask is evaluated by comparing intermediate images acquired from similar spherical shells centered at depths of 3, 30, and 65 μm. The correlation coefficient value between the image of the shell located at a depth of 3 μm and the images of shells located at depths of 30 and 65 μm is found equal to 0.99 and 0.97, respectively. An intensity profile comparison from these images also demonstrates the high degree of similarity between the WFE images of the shells at different depths [ Fig. 6(e) ]. Because the XZ view images at depths of 30 and 65 μm are so similar to the image of the test object centered at 3 μm [ Fig. 6(b) ], they are not displayed here for simplicity. The close similarity between the images, despite the increasing depth of the object, demonstrates the depth invariance property of the SQUBIC (A 50) WFE imaging system over a 65 μm depth range below the coverslip. (e) Comparison of the normalized axial intensity profile between the experimental intermediated images from the WFE system using the fabricated PM captured from spherical shells at three different depths. Lens: 63 × ∕1.4 NA oil immersion; wavelength: 515 nm; sample mounting medium is ProLong Diamond (RI 1.47). At a 65 μm depth below the coverslip the SA is quantified by W 40 −2.47.
E. Experimental Image Restoration of WFE Images
The performance of the experimental SQUBIC WFE imaging system was also evaluated through restoration. As mentioned in Section 3.E, for the restoration the SIEM algorithm and the ideal unaberrated PSF (computed at a depth of 0 μm) were used (for the case of the conventional system, an aberrated PSF was also used for restoration). Images of spherical shells (located at depths of 3, 15, 30, and 65 μm) captured with four different systems were processed in the same way using the SIEM algorithm. Restoration results from this study are summarized in Fig. 7 .
The stability achieved in the restored images of shells located at different depths is quantified by the correlation coefficient (r) shown at the bottom of each image. The restored images of the shells located at 3 μm were used as the reference in computing r and thus, r 1 in these cases except for the conventional system [ Fig. 7(a) ]. For the conventional system, the image of the shell located at 3 μm restored using an aberrated PSF [ Fig. 7(e) ], to compensate the restoration artifact evident in Fig. 7(a) , was used as the reference instead. For each system, images were compared to the reference image to quantify how robust the system is with respect to SA.
This study demonstrates that the SQUBIC WFE with the design parameter A 50 doubles the range of depth in which the SIEM restoration results are artifact-free compared to those obtained with the A 20 WFE system [see Figs. 7(b) and 7(d)]. In fact, in the case of SQUBIC WFE (A 50), images can be restored with reasonable accuracy (r 0.81) up to a 65 μm depth, whereas for the A 20 PM, the WFE system has similar performance (r 0.89) up to a 30 μm depth. The restoration accuracy reduces significantly at a depth of 65 μm (r 0.51) in the case of A 20. It is worth mentioning that the SLM-based implementation of the SQUBIC PM for A 50 improves the restoration at a depth of 65 μm (r 0.67) as observed in Fig. 7 (c) compared to A 20 [ Fig. 7(b)] ; however, the restored image in this case suffers from artifacts due to limitations in the SLM implementation of the designed PM (see Section 4.A) and thus, the SLM-based WFE system does not achieve the same performance as the WFE system based on the fabricated PM for A 50.
It is worth mentioning that even though results obtained from the WFE system with A 50 show more robustness to object depth than in the case of A 20, the restored images achieved with A 50 show more distortion than those with A 20. The fundamental reason for this lies in the basic principle of the wavefront encoding, which modifies the pupil by inserting the SQUBIC phase mask, which introduces a known aberration. The design parameter A of the SQUBIC phase mask controls the amount of the aberration applied to the WFE system. The higher the value of A, the stronger the applied aberration is, which subsequently increases the robustness of the imaging system to depth-induced aberrations. The cost of increasing A is the undesirable effective reduction in the cutoff frequency of the optical transfer function, which results in decreased SNR in the forward imaging process and imposes some distortion in the final reconstructed images. Thus, there is a trade-off between high fidelity restoration and high imaging stability over depth in the SQUBIC WFE system.
Because of a residual aberration at the coverslip in our system [15] , in the case of the conventional image restoration, the SIEM with the ideal PSF fails to reconstruct the shape of the object Fig. 7(a) . By proper determination of the aberration present in the imaging system, it was possible to obtain a better Restorations obtained with the SIEM algorithm using an unaberrated PSF from images of spherical shells located at depths of 3, 15, 30, and 65 μm below the coverslip are shown in each row, respectively, for each system. The correlation coefficient value computed between each restored image and a reference image for each system is overlaid at the bottom right of each image. For conventional imaging, the reference for this computation is the restored image obtained using an aberrated PSF that addresses a residual aberration at the coverslip [15] : (e) XZ section image, and (f ) XY section image. The numerical spherical shell (g) is provided as the ground truth and its intensity profile labeled as Simulated Object is shown in panel (h) where profiles of normalized axial intensity values through the center of the restored experimental images of shells located at 65 μm below the coverslip are shown for each case. reconstruction [ Figs. 7(e)-7(f ) ]. However, this process is not practical for an arbitrary biological sample because the aberration needs to be determined and accounted for at every imaging depth via depth-variant image reconstruction.
To show a quantitative comparison of system performance in the presence of SA, normalized axial intensity profiles through the center of restored images of shells located at a 65 μm depth are plotted in Fig. 7(h) . The intensity profile from a simulated 6 μm spherical shell [ Fig. 7(g) ] is also included as ground truth. It is observed that the result obtained with the SQUBIC WFE system using the fabricated (A 50) PM is the closest to the ground truth over all the other results.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this study, the implementation of a WFE-COSM system using a fabricated SQUBIC (A 50) PM is presented. The fabricated PM allows a compact, cost-effective implementation of the WFE system, free from LC-SLM specific limitations encountered in our previously demonstrated experimental implementation of a WFE-COSM system [15] . Results presented here show that the use of the fabricated PM increases the performance of the WFE-COSM imaging system in terms of achieving artifact-free SI restoration in the presence of SA (up to W 40 −3.8) and noise (SNR 25.5 dB).
The fabricated PM was evaluated through interferometric measurement, and was compared with the LC-SLM implementation of the PM, as well as with the theoretical phase of the SQUBIC PM. Our results (Fig. 3) show 75% fidelity in the implementation of the fabricated PM compared to the theoretical design, which represents a 63% increase in fidelity compared to that achieved with the LC-SLM implementation of the PM.
The utility of the fabricated PM was evaluated by comparing experimentally measured WFE PSFs with the theoretical one (Fig. 5) . The high implementation accuracy of the fabricated PM is evident in the agreement of major features of the PSFs. In addition, comparison of intermediate simulated and experimental WFE images [Figs. 6(a)-6(d)] shows a 99% agreement, which further validates the implementation. The insensitivity of the WFE imaging system to SA is demonstrated by the high similarity of experimental images of the same test objects located at depths of 3-65 μm [ Fig. 6(e) ]; the computed variability between the intensity distributions of these images is only 3%.
Experimental evaluation of the implemented WFE-COSM system through restoration shows several advantages. The performance of the WFE-COSM system based on the SQUBIC (A 50) fabricated PM is increased by up to 14% over the SLM-based implementation for the same A. The stability of the implemented imaging system for A 50 is demonstrated over a 65 μm depth below the coverslip, which is more than double the depth of 30 μm achieved with a SQUBIC (A 20) PM in a previous implementation. This promising result encourages the fabrication of a new PM with a higher A-value. A study to determine the optimal value of the SQUBIC design parameter A for WFE-COSM will be reported in a future publication.
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